
Bandi does not criticize the brainwashed people who are unconditionally loyal to the
party and the supreme leader, but instead offers up stories of people who ask if this is really
a good society, if this is really a life humans can live. he describes people who have awoken
after living lives possessed by demons and ghosts that have made them dissimulate laughter
and tears, and he conveys the message that human beings, no matter how oppressed they
are, cannot but eventually open their eyes to this oppression. For this reason, the reality of
North Korea that is revealed in The Accusation is dystopic, but the people living in this
dystopia are not simply tragic characters.

What kind of readers did Bandi expect his works to reach when he wrote them, knowing
full well that there was a chance they might not reach anyone? he wrote not to record some
vague criticism or to convey his own artistic  self- satisfaction, but to keep faith with the
identity and calling of the writer. Though what he communicates through his characters is
a criticism of the North Korean system, it is the image of human beings in their full dignity
that Bandi so strove to portray. Through his stories we can see that North Koreans are not
the pitiful, servile and brainwashed people trapped in a cage who appear in documentaries,
but instead are dignified people with heart and soul who are no different from us.

—Lee Sang Sook, associate professor, Gachon University

Notes
1. The Accusation was nominated for the U.S. Aspen Words Literary Prize, received the UK

PEN Translation Award, and was introduced to the British literary festival. Manuscripts of Bandi’s
seven novels were published in May 2014 under the title of The Accusation by Chogapjedotcom
in South Korea. In 2016, its translations were published in France, Japan and Portugal, and in
2017, its English version The Accusation: Forbidden Stories from Inside North Korea, translated by
Deborah Smith, won the PEN Translation Award in the UK. This book was republished in 2018
by Dasan Bookstore in South Korea.

2. The “Arduous March” was originally a term used to refer to a 100-day march carried out
by anti–Japan North Korean partisans led by Kim  Il- Sung beginning in December 1938, with the
aim of evading the pursuing Japanese army. It is currently used to describe the severe economic
crisis and famine in North Korea during the mid–1990s.

3. A fearsome creature from Korean folk literature who stuffs disobedient children into his
sack and tosses them down a well.

4. Marx, Karl and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto. Trans. JinWoo Lee (Seoul:
Chaeksesang, 2018), pp. 15–16. “A specter is haunting Europe–the specter of Communism. All the
powers of old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this specter.”

The  Invitation- Only Zone: The True Story of North Korea’s Abduction Project 
R.S. Boynton, Farrar, Straus and giroux, 2016. 288 pp. hardcover, ISBN: 978-0-3747-

1266-2

Pulling on the Stitches of Japanese Identity: 
The North Korean Abduction Issue 

Across the coastlines of western Japan, starting in the 1970s, a terrifying horror story
was playing out. Lone fishermen weren’t coming home, women out on regular evening walks
were lost forever, and young lovers were disappearing; engines still idling in their abandoned
cars. Many of the vanished were dismissed as runaways, people deserting unwanted families
for a new life, or even suicide. It wasn’t through incompetence that police forces failed to
piece this together. Drawing a link between missing people, from different beaches, from
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 different islands, sometimes hundreds of kilometers apart, just would have stretched credulity
too far. And this still wouldn’t have got anyone to the implausible truth that the North Korean
regime—directly guided by Kim Jong Il—was kidnapping Japanese citizens in the hope that
they might become—or failing that help to train—his next generation of covert agents.

The  Invitation- Only Zone: The True Story of North Korea’s Abduction Project, written
by Robert Boynton, is an enjoyable journey through what came to be known as the “Abduction
Issue” in Japan. Journalists casually walking into the field of North Korean studies on the
trail of some ridiculous sounding story—that happens to be true—have often encountered a
degree of hostility from  long- suffering North Korean academics. And there are plenty of
such shallow,  knock- up books out there now. Seen as tourists in search of quick reward, or
just lazy writers lacking inspiration in their chosen fields, these types of  story- telling  non-
fiction can however be done well, and can open up new research in areas that the North
Korean professionals have too quickly dismissed as kitsch.

With her accounts of the suffering of ordinary North Koreans during the famine years,
Barbara Demick is the most regarded in this field, with her book, Nothing to Envy. There was
a clear, jarring gap in the available literature, just below deep analytical studies such as that
led by Stephan haggard and Marcus Noland in Famine in North Korea: Markets, Aid, and
Reform. But Demick, just like Robert Boynton, is a journalist first, and  Pyongyang- watcher
second. With this origin story sticking in people’s throats, she has often been dismissed as
someone adding nothing to the field, as someone just  re- writing an already told story; tromp-
ing over old ground with new shoes.

The best example of this sort of writing is Blaine harden who after his highly successful
narrative  re- telling of life in the North Korea gulags with Escape from Camp 14, immediately
moved on to  broaden- out the picture with The Great Leader and the Fighter Pilot and then
King of Spies. With each new book harden has drilled into increasingly difficult, specialized
areas of research. But the background noise of grumbling derision has never quite washed
out. The complaint—parceled in  ill- concealed resentment—runs something like this: “Why
should these journalists get all the attention and book sales, when I am so much more of an
expert, and have paid so much more dues!” This all seems to center down into the charge
that such books present incomplete historical contexts at the expense of biographical  story-
telling; spliced into the text at regular intervals to improve the readability.

This can be an easy complaint to sympathize with. But it does—almost entirely—miss
the point, and tends to say more about the critic than the author. Such people are making
high claims to their knowledge on all things North Korea (not necessarily unjustified), but
by defensively attacking the authors credentials, motivations, and approachable prose, they
are losing sight of what this new wave of books actually are. They are getting attention not
for merely making a topic more accessible compared to what has often come before, but
rather precisely because they are doing something that has been academically neglected.

It is only from this high standard that it is appropriate to look at Robert Boynton’s Invi-
tation-Only Zone. And as if aware of the defensive academic field he was going to encounter,
Boynton deserves a little extra credit for including an impressive amount of—though entirely
unnecessary for the purpose of book sales alone—historical detail. The fact that Boynton
spent eight years working on the book almost certainly speaks to the level of his other com-
mitments during this time. But it also touches upon why the book is so essential—that is the
lack of  ready- to-apply research that was already available in the area (beyond the baseline
media and government reporting). A significant amount of the contextual work for this book
involved tracking down for interviews individual abductees, family members, government
ministers, individual campaigners and North Korean defectors. As is often the case with all
things North Korea, such ground work is the only way of getting real insight into the coun-
try—a path that, it needs to be noted, was always available for any academic in the field
willing to undertake the grueling  leg- work.

In october 2002, Boynton was working away as a professor of journalism at New York
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University, when he turned on the television and watched as five abductees were getting off
a plane in Japan, having been allowed to “visit” the country they were kidnapped from decades
ago. The stranger than life episode got Boynton up and moving. he travelled to Korea and
Japan—at first on a government grant—and began dredging out the information that fill the
pages of his book. And this can be felt throughout, with sections of necessary historical  scene-
setting often cut with, what can seem to be, superfluous detail about parochial aspects of
Japanese history. I enjoyed it, but I bet his editors didn’t; just as much as I bet they hated
losing the battle over whether or not to excise it from the final draft.

But this is why the Invitation-Only Zone is so important, and why the “scholarly” crit-
icism fails by its own standard. george orwell in his famous essay, “Why I Write,” talks
about his time fighting in the Spanish Civil War and his attempts to pull his experiences
together into a publishable manuscript. he said that despite trying to “tell the whole truth
without violating my literary instincts” he couldn’t help but include “a long chapter, full of
newspaper quotations and the like.” orwell knew this wouldn’t sit well with the reader—and
might even add confusion to the story—but that he still chose to include it because he “could
not have done otherwise” without feeling like he had betrayed the very reason for which he
was writing in the first place. The truth takes precedence over art. The Invitation-Only Zone
has this feel about it at times.

It is obvious that this project took a turn very early on in the writing process. The reason
that most readers will be opening this book—the reason Boynton was attracted to the topic—
is a morbid, near comical, fascination with the otherworldliness of North Korea. So why the
long treatments of the modernization of Japan under the Meiji Restoration, Japanese mimicry
of Western justifications for colonialism, and the deep ideological planting of a  race- based
nationalism? At least beyond the understanding that they “poisoned relations between the
two cultures [Japan and Korea] to this day.” Well this shadow of history really does have its
place in the story; and you can almost see the transformation happening—the author sitting
down for lengthy interviews with people affected by the abductions, ready to detail their
tragedies, only to hear  again- and-again about Japanese nationalism, and the strained balanc-
ing act of the modern Japanese psyche. To his credit, and by his own account, Boynton moves
with the information, and abandons the allure, and easy sell, of another North Korean
 stranger- than-fiction tragedy. The abduction issue is an issue of Japanese identity.

occasionally this slow, historical build does slightly miss the mark—the treatment of
Korean repatriations after the Second World War adds little beyond linking the town of
Niigata (a site of abductions) to a  Korean- ish history. And the issue of the Choson Soren—
ethnic Koreans living in Japan, yet sympathetic to North Korea—doesn’t need the level of
foundation building that is given. But the early chapters on the construction of racial supe-
riority, and how this would eventually bleed into the  later- Korean nationalism—reliant in
some part upon the work of Brian Myers—is a vital flag post for the deeper questions that
the Invitation-Only Zone sets its sights on.

The prose too would likely make Myers (author of A Reader’s Manifesto: An Attack on
the Growing Pretentiousness of American Literary Prose) happy. Boynton doesn’t shoot for
the common picturesque mistake that is so tempting when someone is trying to build a nar-
rative; though be it  non- fiction. As you would expect, there is a clean, exactness to his prose
that often comes from a life time not in literature, but in journalism. And credit too him, he
makes the adjustment from  article- to-book quite well—it doesn’t have the breathless urgency
that so many journalists struggle to shake out of their writing when transitioning to  long-
form. The  story- building is slightly jumpy in the early chapters, and the language occasionally
inexact, but the reader is never really shaken out of the story by this, and it is always effec-
tive.

After the early horror scenes fall away into the everyday lives of kidnapped Japanese
citizens in Pyongyang, a much more unpleasant reality washes over the reader—and this is
an unavoidable running theme of the book. It’s the hopelessness of it all that hits home. The
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story of human trauma plays out as expected, but it’s the desperation of those kidnapped,
wanting to reach out to their searching families, constantly being lied to by their North
Korean captors that, for the reader, is a punch you can see coming but that you can’t properly
prepare for. Imagine Megumi Yokota, kidnapped at 13, waking up to people she doesn’t know,
to a language she doesn’t speak, and to her abductors applying a series of devastating psy-
chological games on her in the hope that from a complete mental collapse they might be able
to rebuild her as a citizen of North Korea; with the words “no one else can understand your
life now,” ringing in her ears. or that of 20-year-old Kaoru hasuike, bundled into a sack by
kidnappers—leaving behind sick parents and a brother alone in their shared apartment—
begging, threatening and hopelessly appealing to the “reason” of his captors. This helplessness
is constantly mirrored back in Japan by families consumed with loss, spending decades search-
ing and petitioning—everything hinging on the whims of Kim Jong Il.

The “invitation-only zones,” from which the book takes its title, are effectively gated
communities on the outskirts of Pyongyang, where abductees, and other people with the sort
of outside information that the regime doesn’t want disseminating—American defectors such
as Charles Jenkins and James Dresnok were among their neighbors—are quarantined from
society. Prisons made to look like rural retirement villages. here the abductees lived through
the famine years in enough luxury to keep them alive (well above the average North Korean
standard), and where they witnessed the country convulse around the death of The great
Leader, Kim Il Sung, and the succession to the highest office of his son, The Dear Leader,
Kim Jong Il (the architect of their kidnapping). They could fake the necessary tears for the
dead tyrant, and fake their adulation for the new one (as was expected of them), but it is hard
to imagine the psychological strain of—after having marriages arranged for them—seeing
their children  grow- up to worship as a god, the same man who had kidnapped them.

In 1987, two North Korean spies detonated a remote explosive in a South Korean airliner,
killing all passengers aboard. The hope was to disrupt the looming Seoul olympics. We know
this because one of the culprits, a young woman, Kim hyon hui, was quickly arrested after
failing in her suicide attempt. This was, of course, a story in itself, but as the world was fas-
cinated by the attack, most people in Japan were hearing something very different. Through
her interrogations, hyon hui began offering details about her training, which included an
education in Japanese language by an abductee. With years of suspicions suddenly confirmed,
the Abduction Issue quickly unfolded in public, leading up to that summit in 2002, and the
five abductees nervously returning to Japan. But there are details missing here, and this clearly
frustrates the author just as much as it might the reader. Why did North Korea go to all the
effort and risk, if all they wanted was Japanese language and cultural training? After all there
was already a large  Japanese- Korean population inside North Korea, having recently been
repatriated from Japan. Some of these people had spent all their lives in Japan, and having
returned by their own free will (in most cases) would have been a much easier source of
information. Robert Boynton searches for these answers and offers plenty of possibilities,
but ultimately struggles. Just as he does with other questions, such as why did the abductions
stop? If there was a logic to all of this, the  Invitation- Only Zone doesn’t find it, with Boynton
admitting that “Perhaps the oddest aspect of the abduction program is how little the regime
benefited from it.”

Which leads to something else that is mentioned, but missing all the same. It has become
common for people to judge North Korea by its wackiness and provocations, rather than by
its plainly stated—through internal and external propaganda—ideology and intentions. Boyn-
ton in search of an answer as to why North Korea did this, gives time to academics that talk
about a desire for global domination and havoc. There is much less evidence, or even logic
to this claim; unless it is seen through the lens of South Korea. To boil it down, reunification
of the Korean peninsula is, and always has been, North Korea’s ultimate goal. The Invita-
tion-Only Zone sees this harbor, but never manages to properly dock. The relative success
and prosperity of North Korea in comparison to the South, at the time of the abductions is
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mentioned. As is the shifting  story- line as South Korea overcame its early stumbles, and was
 fast- tracking towards becoming an “economic miracle”; with North Korea turning in the
other direction.

Increasingly unable to talk about their relative success,  more- and-more attempts at
destabilizing the South were launched, such as the 1969 Blue house raid where North Korean
commandos stopped on route to the South Korean Presidential palace to indoctrinate forestry
workers that they bumped into; and the failed 1974 assassination attempt on Park  Chung-
hee that killed his wife instead. Importantly this second effort was undertaken by a North
Korean sympathizer from Japan. The link is there in the Invitation-Only Zone, but it is not
strong. That is, the most likely reason for the abductions was also the core reason for the
Kim dynasty’s survival (a backdoor into South Korean destabilization, leading to eventual
reunification). The Machiavellianism of this echoes in the words of returned abductees, even
if they don’t explicitly draw the link themselves, “You have to understand that in North Korea
you are taught the ‘result’ is all that matters.”

But this book is really about Japan and Japanese identity. When Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi, attended the 2002 summit in Pyongyang and orchestrated the return of the remain-
ing abductees, it was in exchange for the “normalization of relations.” North Korea were
searching for allies; and Japan closure. Both governments thought this would put the issue
to rest—the opposite happened. old, unseen wounds of Japanese nationalism were torn open.
In a single moment of partial contrition, the Japanese public discovered “that the world was
more dangerous than it had thought.” A society that traditionally surrenders a lot of faith to
paternalistic politics, suddenly saw their government as unable to protect them, even from
a country as small and powerless as North Korea.

Japan saw the same racial scientism that they had once justified their imperialism by,
coming back at them (now excluded from the “pure” race). When they questioned North
Korea further, invariably they would get confronted by the memories that they had kidnapped
100,000’s of Koreans during the colonial period. And even if they wanted to intervene mili-
tarily (80 percent of the Japanese people polled at the time thought that war was likely with
North Korea) their pacifist constitution wouldn’t allow it (and the abduction issue wasn’t
threatening enough for the United States to invoke their collective security pact). Their paci-
fism had made them “easy victims.” Along for the ride was the dangerous, history invoking
question of “sovereignty.” A Japanese society often loathed, in any way, to criticize anything
Korean due to the residual guilt of colonization, suddenly recognized that this had blinded
them to the abduction issue, and held them back from confronting North Korea earlier. old
stereotypes began to return—“those evil Koreans.”

And then there was the problem of what to do about the Choson Soren—the large pop-
ulation of ethnic Koreans in Japan that advocate for, and financially support the North Korean
regime; and who have occasionally harassed various journalists and film makers who have
dared to report on the abductions. The old stoicism of “it can’t be helped” would no longer
do. The “politics of emotion” took over Japan—a nation spiraling inward on itself, ever more
obsessed with the Abduction Issue, and the terrifying thought that there might be Japanese
citizens still living as prisoners in the Invitation only Zones. There are still radio stations in
Japan broadcasting individual messages into North Korea, in the hope that a kidnapped rel-
ative might happen upon them. When North Korea released its 13-person list of abductees,
hitomi Soga was on their list. however, she was not on any Japanese list at the time. Across
Japan, people with lost relatives, but who had always put their disappearances down to less
nefarious reasons, suddenly began suspecting North Korea.

The picture Robert Boynton paints so well, and what has been missing in the literature,
is the  near- nervous breakdown that Japan fell into. As Boynton puts it, this was “Japan’s
9/11”—with the government reactively tightening immigration controls and national security
laws in response. Endless movies and TV dramas formed around the various story lines;
always with a nationalistic bent. And a history that had been actively forgotten at some effort,
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returned in a very raw and painful way. The other side of this is also reactionary. As Andrei
Lankov has noted, North Korea thought by releasing the abductees and offering contrition,
they would be welcomed into the international community. Rather, what they learnt was—
according to Lankov—that it is never of any value to apologies, admit guilt, or compromise
in any way. And when countries pester you about human rights—such as with the 2014 United
Nations Commission of Inquiry on human Rights, which North Korea dismissed as “the
imperialists’ human rights racket”—there might just be a virulent, untamed nationalism driv-
ing the interaction. To contemporize the importance of this book, for all the hopes of a North
Korean denuclearization, sitting behind the discussions is a Japanese nation, vitally important
to any agreement, yet that will almost certainly  hold- out and oppose any deal unless a more
satisfactory resolution to the abduction issue is included.

With the Invitation-Only Zone, the early scene building that can seem a touch indulgent
at times is wiped away for the reader by the later chapters that are considerably cleaner, and
that steal away the reader into the story. I interviewed Robert Boynton before writing this
review1 and he clearly does not fit into the unpleasant archetype of a “tourist writer” searching
for a quick and easy story. The problems he encounters in his book, are the same problems
of those  once- kidnapped Japanese who have returned “home”—trapped in the space between
two worlds, struggling to understand either one without losing grasp of the other. In “Why
I Write,” orwell makes the claim that no author ever hits their target perfectly, so “every
book is a failure.” It is in this sense, and this sense alone, that this book should be considered
so too.

—Jed  Lea- Henry, assistant professor, Vignan University

Note
1. Jed  Lea- henry, interview with Robert Boynton “State Sponsored Kidnapping—The Story

of North Korea’s Abduction Project,” Korea Now Podcast #15. http:// korea- now- podcast. libsyn.
com/ the- korea- now- podcast- 15- robert- boynton- state- sponsored- kidnapping- the- story- of- north-
koreas- abduction- project, accessed February 10, 2019.

On the Brink: Trump, Kim, and the Threat of Nuclear War
Van Jackson. Cambridge University Press, 2018. 248pp. hardcover, ISBN: 978-1-1084-

7348-4
Kim Jong Un spent much of 2017 intent on demonstrating his ability to hit the United

States mainland with a  nuclear- tipped ballistic missile, a capacity considered vital to North
Korea’s security strategy. Resisting this, the  freshly- inaugurated Trump administration crafted
and enforced the  so- called “maximum pressure” policy, through which it sought to alter
Kim’s strategic calculation by heightening the costs associated with North Korea’s ballistic
missile and nuclear programs. The resultant  zero- sum struggle between Washington and
Pyongyang came perilously close to a catastrophic outbreak of conflict, according to numer-
ous observers of Korean Peninsula affairs.

one such account is presented by Van Jackson, whose book On the Brink: Trump, Kim,
and the Threat of Nuclear War examines the roots and causes of this crisis and the factors
that contributed to its end. Jackson, an academic and former  obama- era Pentagon official,
argues that the seeds of the confrontation predated Trump, with the growing hawkishness
of U.S. policy across Republican and Democratic administrations over time considered a
 long- term factor. The heightened rhetoric and threats deployed by Donald Trump, alongside
Kim Jong Un’s insistence upon achieving a deliverable nuclear deterrent, are seen as  near-
term causes. Crucially, in Jackson’s view, it was the North’s newfound ability to hit the entire
U.S. mainland with a nuclear warhead, demonstrated by its November 28, 2017, ICBM test,
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